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(54) LOCKABLE BILLIARD CUE STICK CASE (57) ABSTRACT 
WITH INTERCHANGEABLE INSERTS 

This invention consists of a carrying case constructed of tWo 
outer shells, Which are made of a hard and durable material. 
The outer shells are connected by hinges on one side, Which 
alloW the case to be closed and secured by key or combi 

(76) Inventor: Walter Leslie Markowitz JR., 
Burlington, NJ (US) 

Correspondence Address: 
- - nation type locks on the other. A handle and removable 

2221112211; 15123332133331” Jr‘ shoulder strap are provided for ease of portability. Within 
Burlington’ NY 08016 (Us) each shell of the case is the inner foam type material. This 

material is available With various ‘cut outs’ to alloW for 

(21) APPL NO; 10/006,039 individual cue sticks, cue stick holders/cases, and billiard 
accessories (chalk, stick tools, etc.) to be inserted and held 

(22) Filed; Dec_ 10, 2001 securely in place Within the case during transportation. 
These foam inserts are interchangeable to alloW for speci?c 

Publication Classi?cation types of equipment to be transported Within the case, so one 
case can be used for transporting different quantities of cue 

(51) Int. Cl.7 ................................................... .. B65D 85/20 sticks, different types of cues stick holders/cases, and a 
(52) US. Cl. ........................................................ .. 206/3151 variety of billiard accessories (chalk, stick tools, etc.). 
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LOCKABLE BILLIARD CUE STICK CASE WITH 
INTERCHANGEABLE INSERTS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention falls under the US. Patent Classi 
?cation 206 Special Receptacle or Package and Sub-Clas 
si?cation 315.1 For a Sport Implement, Exercise Devise or 
Game 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART 

[0002] There are no existing patents related to Billiard cue 
stick cases. The following patents are associated With vari 
ous types of protective gun cases but do not address the 
requirements for securely transporting cue sticks, cue stick 
cases and related Billiard accessories. 

D0421179 Feb. 2000 Kolpin D3/262 
5678686 Oct. 1997 Hagenan et al 206/315.11 
D0385108 Feb. 1995 Tschudy D3/262 
06145719 Aug. 1999 Robert 224/401 
02531550 Nov. 1950 Bradley et al 224/913 
54155333 Apr. 1994 Wills 224/913 
5160075 Nov. 1992 Moscovitch 224/328 

Jun. 19, 2003 

SPECIFICATION (SEE ENCLOSED DRAWINGS) 

[0003] This invention serves to provide a secure protective 
carrying case for the transportation of cue sticks. The 
invention consists of a protective hard outer case (3) made 
of tWo outer shells hinged on the bottom (4), With security 
locks on the top Located on the top of the case is a 
handle (1), and there is a removable shoulder strap attached 
to the sides of the case for portability. The inside of the case 
consists of a soft pre-formed foam type material (7) to 
protect the cue sticks, stick holders and accessories from 
movement While being transported. The protective foam 
inserts are interchangeable: There are pre-formed inserts to 
hold cue sticks in eXisting holders/cases (5), as Well as 
disassembled cue sticks and accessories 

What I claim as my invention is: 

1. A lockable protective carrying case for the transporta 
tion of cue sticks. 

2. The use of interchangeable inserts for securely carrying 
individual cue sticks, Billiard accessories, and cue stick 
holders Within the case. 


